Fabrication of Stair Climbing Trolley
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Abstract – The stair climbing trolley is developing easy mechanism for transportation of heavy loads in over stairs. The transfer of heavy load from bottom floor to top floor is very difficult by using single wheel. In production or manufacturing factory transfer by means of crane or lifting machines. The hand trolleys are used to relief the stress of lifting while on flat ground. This paper describes the research of stair climbing trolley. In civil construction sites or also in home such kinds of instrument are not in used so the transfer load on top floor is difficult. The stair climbing trolley is hand trolley to carry heavy load up the stair with less effort and with manually. In stair climbing trolley tri-star wheel is used to carry load on top floor and down the floor stairs. Also it is very low maintenance.
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I- INTRODUCTION

The goal of this project is to design and manufacture a trolley that can be use as multifunctional. The hand trolley is very common tool used by large number of factories or industries to transport heavy loads. In this trolley wheels is very important to climb a load on stair, so we use in tri-star wheel in this trolley. Also the load service is wheeled mechanism device. In stair climbing trolley more than 3 wheels are connected to the bearing shaft with a triangular plate and with straight rod. In this trolley very less effort is required to lift the loads and transfer the loads. The tri-star wheel is designed at that way the wheel is climb stair automatically. The stair climbing trolley is the simplest operating vehicle which required very less human effort without any electrical power to operate it. In this trolley must be careful not stack to high that vision is blocked and load is unstable. The load is stable when the level of load is same as level of trolley frame in same condition. This trolley is easily movable to left or right and foreword or backword direction when load stable on the trolley.

II- MAIN OBJECTIVE

- The main objective of the trolley is to reduce or less manual effort.
- To assemble of various components to simple trolley to create a multifunctional trolley which help to climb on stair automatically.
- The trolley is designed to work on plain or rough surface.

III- FABRICATION

In this project fabrication start with making metal frame. All the frames to built perfect structure using arc welding nut-bolt fracture to convert the structure into perfect link under motion. The metals rod will cutting with cutting machine, the wheels are attached in using triangular plate on both sides of wheel alignment. the frame is brought into using appropriate using gas cutting.

The bushes, triangular plates used for wheel alignment are grinded for smooth surface finish. After all the procedure the trolley is ready and color with paint to give good look.
Tri-Star Wheel

In these trolley wheels are very important factor. Therefore tri star wheel is capable to climb over the stair. This wheel contain rotationary three tires every tire has a separate shaft. The shaft of these three tires is located on vertices of equilateral triangle. The position of equilateral triangle plate is very important for climbing. The tri star wheel can climb stair as well as obstruction inclusive of rocks and holes on roads.

The tri -star wheel was designed by Robert and John Forsyth in 1967 for the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation.

IV- WORKING

The climbing motion is made possible by the Tri-Star wheels alone. In the proposed model, the Tri-Star wheels are made of a set of three individually rotating wheels, with each individual wheel’s center equidistant from the center of the web. It is basically a three-socked wheel, with individual wheels attached at each end. While moving along a flat surface, two of the three wheels will be in contact with the ground surface and will roll along the ground, just as a normal wheel. The mechanism comes into action when a stair case is encountered. One of the two wheels on the ground will come in contact with the riser of the first stair. At this point of time, this wheel will not be able to rotate along its own axis. The direction of application of force. Here, the Tri-Star setup rotates, along the axis of the main hollow shaft and allows the second individual wheel, to touch the tread of the first stair.

V- CONCLUSION

The above work on fabrication design and analysis of stair climbing trolley is based on modeling made by solid works with accurate values and imported into ANSYS workbench for structural analysis and proper mesh. After performing the analysis design brought into practical working model successfully. The wheel attachment as proper gap with each other and there is no slip, sudden shock, wear and tear on other platform. The mechanism of transmission can carry heavy loads with less effort.
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